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unit 6: The Atom...Building Block of the universe
_ l

In order to be able to explain the differences in chemical reactivity of the elements and

h;;th;ycombine to forrn compounds, it is necessary to have-an understanding of

atomic stmcture. What do atohs look like? How are atoms changed during chemical(or

nuclear) reactions? Many scientists have labored and struggled to try to answer these

questions.

L Early Atomic Theory - Ilistory

For centuries, marr has tried to understand the nature of matter and describe its

characteristics. As early as 400 B.C., a Greek philosopher named Democritus

;;g;ild inrt utt matter is made up of tiny, indirrisible properties, called atoms. To

ffi;;; th"ia"" that atoms exist 
"n"tr 

though they cannot be seen, he compared them

bt ; analogy to a single grqn of sand versui an entire desert! Individually, atoms are

too small to-be seen, U"ut in large numbers they become visible. In the 1600s, Isaac
Nr*t"" ;d Robert'Boyle pubfished articles supporting the atomic nature of elements,

but they offered no Proof.

Antoine Lavoisier discovered the law of conservation of mass which showed that matter

Md''o'destroyedduringchemicalreactions.JosephPro.ustnoted.that
tt 

" 
**po"11d,s formed always-had a definite proportion of each element by mass-(the

taw of dennite proportions). iohn Dalton found that the same two elements could

combine in diffbrent p.oportionl but then they would form different coTPoundl Fof

u"u-pf", hydrogen uita irvg"n can combine in two proportionq, H2O or H2O2' The first

."-p"".a is wa"ter and the 
-second 

is hydrogen peroxide, a distinctly different substance.

tr. Dalton's Atomic Theory

In 1g08, John Dalton: summarized the early experimental evidence that supported the

fifomic Theory of matter. His theory consisted of 4 postulates:
1. all matter is comPosed of atoms

*2. all atoms ofthe ,irr.," chemical element have similar chenical behavior and

have the same mass
B. atoms of different elements have different chemical properties and masses

4. atoms unite in definite ratios to forrn compounds
*NOTE: We still believe this except for the statement about all atoms of the same

element having the same mass. if you substitute the words average mass, then it

fits our modern descriPtion!
Dalton described the atom as a solid, marble-
like object similar to the diagrams to the right.
The atoms of different elements varied
primarily in size and mass onlY.

oxygen atom hydrogen atom

Unfortunately, we cannot see inside atoms to determine their structure so we rely on

indirect meajure-ents and observations, instead. For sxempl€, there ate 2 ways to

ir"""t".y the contents of a house......one method would b" -t9 go inside the house and

*rii" ao*r all that you see. A second method would be to blow the house up, then -
*t""aing sutside, y,i" -tit" down cverything ihat comes flyrng by. Atomic research has

been forced to use the latter method.
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Prcblem:
Explain the exp6rimental evidence that supports the existence of atoms.

.

The classical attractive forces of gravity or magnetism could not explain the great
strength with which atoms bond together in a compound. Gravity d-ecreases as the
-ass of the objects decreases. As an example, the moon has only about 1/5 the
gravitational fbrce as the Earth. Since atoms are extremely small, gravitational forces
[etween them are at a minimum. Also, most atoms have no net magnetic field around
them, which eliminates this type of force as a possible explanation. The only forces
strong enough to bond atoms logether are electrostatic forces,_ such as those created
when you run a balloon against your head and stick it on the wall. Ftg- experiments
with slatic electricity, it lias been determined that oppositely chareed particlqs aLtract
each other and like-charged particles repel each other. Atoms must be capable of
becoming electrically charged, but how do tJrey do it?

m Early atomic particle research

A. Cathode ray tubes are glass tubes containing a gas at very low pressure. Metal
electrodes are embedded in the glass, and when about 10,000 volts of electricity is
corrnected to the electrodes, the gas in the tube glows. This is called
fluorescence.(The picture tubJin your TV is acathode ray tube.) An English
scientist, William Ciookes, noted that the glowing beam originated from the
negativeiy charged electrode(called the cathode). He assumed that the
Ueimtttown as"a cathod.e ray) was composed of some kind of electrically char-ged
particies. In 1895, Roentgen noticed that invisible, higtrlyaenetrating "x-rayq] were
also produced bV th" cathide ray tubes, and he made the first x-ra-y picture of his
wifels hand. Uriog a cathode with holes in it and a tube fi"lled with hy{rogen gas'

Goldstein(1886) oSserved rays traveling in the opposite direction of the cathode
rays. These "canal rays", aihe called them, were later found to be positively

.hutged protons. tn t-gg7, J.J. Thomson devised an experiment to test the nature of

the c-athode rays. Adiagrom of his experiment is shownbelow:

cathode-rav beem
charged metal

plptes \ ;'J +

cathode (-) anode (*)

When th" cath ay beam strikes the ZnS screen, the scree! glows. JJ Thomson
noted that the beam i"Uabe bent using a magnet, then straightened out again
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usins an electric field. He found that the amount of deflection of the fgam was

J*."vr ifr"it*.-", rro matter what gas w_as used in the tube or what metals were

;;J; Jectrod.es. By.o-paring the chargdmass ratio of cathode ralrs' Tho1son

showed that the tuy-** -ade of"high rpu"d, negativ_e particles, *h[lt he called

Lt""tto11s. Electr6ns must be a part of the atoms of all elements. Thomson

cJculated the mass of an electro^n to be almost 1840 times lighter than that of a

hydrogen atom(a Proton).

its electrical nature. He thought the atom was a
positivelv-charged sphere with electrons embedded
inside(pl-um puaaing model). The total positive charge
MUST equut tft" total negative charge for the atom. ' electrons

B. Robert Millikan's Oil Drop experiment(19O9) was used to measure the charge and

mass of a singl,e 
"f".i-.t. 

^A 
fine spray of oil droplets was injected into an enclosed,

vacuum charnber. X-ray beams fto- a cathode ray tube -cau,sed some of the oil

dt;;t"tr to become 
"le.iri.aUy.n*gea. 

plren a negatively-charged drgnle-t passed

in 6"gri the small hole in the Lpper"metal q\u!", uiltitan could adjust the electrical

;h;#, o" tnl ptates so that the drop would be suspended in front of the telescope.

A diagram of his aPParatus is below:

Thomson modified Dalton's model of the atom to explain + sphere

small oil drops

x-ray beams

positively-charged spray bottle

metal plate

negdively-charged
oil drop

negatively-charged viewing window
metal plate

Millikan's Oil DroP APParatus

3
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Knowing that the charge on the plates just offsets the gravitational force on the

droplet, Millikan calculated the charge of an electron to ue equal to -1.6 x 10-19

coulombs(a coulomb is the SI unit for electrical charge)-y"th a mas.s of 9.11 x 10-28

;;; Tiie significance of these ,rJo"* was shown by thomson, who determined

the electrical charge of hydrogen ions in cathode ray iubes to be +1'6 x 10-19

coulombs with a mass of 1.67 x LO'24 grams. Thomson believed the hydrogen-ion

was a single poriii*fv-cfturgea particli call_ed the proton, which has ?4 eqyal but

op"orit" itr*g" io tfit #ui.turt"o". An electron can be represented by the



symbol e:, and a proton by either p or H+. During chemical reactions, atoms gain or
lose electrons to form electrically charged ions. Oppositely charged ions then
attract to form compounds that are electrically neutral.

Ptpblen^-
Describe the electrical forces that hold atoms together in a compound?

IV. The Discovery of Radioactivity: Historical Glimpses of Nuclear Science

In 1896, Henri Becquerel accidentally discovered that uranium ore gave offsome kind of
rays which had the ability to expose a photographic plate covered by black paper.
These rays were later identified as products of radioactivity, in which certain atoms
spontaneously break down to emit particles and very penetrating rays(similar to x-
rays). The study of radioactivity became the object of intense scientific curiosity. In
1898, Marie and Pierre Curie discovered the radioactive elements Po and Ra(they
isolated only 0.19 from tons(!!!) of pitchblende ore). From 1896-1905, Crookes,
Becquerel, Rutherford, Soddy, Doran, et al discovered that radioactivity is produced when
atoms of one element are changed into the atoms of a different element(called
transmutation of atoms) during a nuclear change. Radiation effects chemical
substances and can also cause biological damage! There are three types of radioaetive
emissions that can occur:

1. alpha particles - high speed helium ions that have low penetrating ability, but
cause the most damage once inside the body; travel 3-4 inches before being
stopped by molecules in the air.

2. beta particles - high speed electrons emitted by the atom that have moderate
peneirating ability;less damaging than alpha particles due to their extremely
small mass; travel l2-L5 inches before being stopped by molecules in the air..

3. garnma rays - bursts of pure energy similar to x-rays, but with greater
penetrating ability; can pass right through your body with minimal d"Ta89,
except in large amounts. Cosmic gamma rays can travel millions of miles before
being absorbedby molecules in the air or soii.

In 1911, Ernest Rutherford developed an experiment to test Thomson's atomic model.
He directed a beam of alpha particles from radioactive polonium at a thin sheet of gold.
A circular fluorescent screen was placed around the foil. This screen produced a faint
flash of light at the points where alpha parbicles would strike it. Rutherford thought the
alpha particles would pass directly through the gold foil, but to his surprise, a few-
bounced back. Later lie described this event "as if you fired a 15-inch(artillery) shell at
a piece of tissue paper and it cnme back and hit you!"

Po soure of Rutfterfords GoId Foil Apperahrs
alphe particles
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Rutherford corrcluded that most of the mass of the ,
;l;;;6ot"a i,o a small, dense, positivelv-gharge$ ' elechffine

."rt"", 
"alled 

thenucleris. Electrons orbit the nucleus

.llft" orrt"t edges of the atom. The diameter of the

nucleus is about 1/10,000 of the diameter of the atom, 
+ nucleus

which means the atom is mostly empty space'

By studying the x-rays pro-duge+ by cathode ray tubes with different metal anodes,

Henry Moseley(1bi;);;oa"a that all the atoms of a particular element have the

,u*"".t*U"r-of ptolons. The number of protons is known as the atomic

number(r"pr"ru.rtlJ [J tftu ry- bol Z), u"a it -determines the identity of the elem ent'

For atoms, the number of protons = t rr-b"t of electrons. For ions, the size of the

electrical charge = numbei of protons - number of electrons.

In 1gg2, James Chadwick identified angQer particle in the nucleus that had about the

,u-" *u* ur u pt^Jio" Lui 
"o-"t".tr=i.ut 

.tt*gp, which he called a neutron' These

parLicres were p" n between beryllium atoms and alpha

particles(hetium ioos) inut fotrr"4 carbon atoms and the stray neutrons' Most of the

mass of an atom i* a"" io tfte totalnumber of-protons and neutrons in the nucleus,

;hdh it ;"U;d th; -""" nr mber(ty-boti"da,s A)' The number of neutrons in the

atoms of a particular element.*t tt"ty, grving thg- slightly ditre19n! masses' The

atomic mass(sometimes called uto-idir?ight) value on the perio'lic table is actually a

;-"oh;A u""iug" o-th" masses of all of the atoms of an element. These different atoms

of the same element are called. isotopes, which can be identified by the element's name

and mass number.

For example, three isotopes of hydrogen-exist. All of the atoms have one proton and

one electr"", U"t-*oJttla"og"ti atots have no neutrons, some atoms have one

neutron arrd'a.,rery few atoms"have two neutrons. They are identified as hydrogen-

1,, hydrogen-2 and hydrogen-3, respectively'

A shorthand method to represent the composition of any atom or ion is called isotope

notation, as shown below:

mass number - ZB t + felectrical 
charge

N a - '

atomic num.ber 7 11

This notation indicates that the given element is a sodium ion with 11 protons(equalto

the atomi. n*u"J. 
-ntu 

"u-b6r 
of tt"ot"oos in this isotope = lnass number - atomic

number - 28 - 11 or 12 neutrons. Since there is a 1+ electrical ch-arge, this is- an ion of

sodium, not a tr""irJ uto*. The rru-b"" of protons - number of eleCtrons will equal the

electric charge. Therefore, 11p - e- = 1+, andthere are 10 electrons preselt' pne

electron had to U" f"rtU' tir" dto- duririg a ghemical reaction. The notation for a

sodium-23 atom would be similar to ttt"fof tn" ion, e-xcept the superscript position for

lhu 
"l"cttical 

charge would be left blank to show no charge is present'

mass number --;zg-- F ;}aK;:"charge,Na

atomic number -'PLL

o
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Ptpblems:
Com chart. usin iodic table for reference:

below:
vaporized
element

Diagram of a
Mass spectrometer

* charged

Hydrogen-l atoms would be those on the Ieft side, hydrogen-2 atoms in the middle, and

hydrogen-3 atoms on the right side.
6
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V. Atomic Mass of an Element

In 1g1g, Aston's mass spectrometer was used to identiff the different isotopes-olan
.i"-""t and their relatiie abundance. The atomic mass can then be calculated by
determining a weighted average for the isotopes_present. The gaseous element sample
is first ioniz[d bV * electric field and then propelled into a chamber containing
po*ili""ty-.ftardua plates. The isotopes in the Fu* are bent from their qaths.as they

iass through tft chamber. Lightweight particles are deflected the most, heavier
purti.lur tfie least. A gemple of ionized hydrogen is shown in the mass spectrometer

+



Sample Problem:
Data'from the pi.-evious experiment shows that hydrogen;l is 9-9.857o of the sample with

a mass of 1.00?8 units, hydrogen-2 is 0.15Vo of the samPle with a mass of 2.0165 units,
and hydrogen-3 is O.0At2% of the samPle with a mass of 3.0252 units.
Calflilate lhe weighted average by muttiplying the percent-composition by the relative
mass for each isot-ope, then add these products together. This is the atomic mass for

hydrogen. hydrogen-1: 99.85Vo x 1.0078 units = 1.00629 units
hydrogen-Z: 0.l5%o x 2.0165 units = 0.00302 units
hydrogen-3: 0.00127o x 3.0252 rlnits = 0.000036 gnits

= 1.009F46 units. roundedto 1.0 unit(usually expressed as g/mole)

PtnbLems:
1. Neon has 2 isotopes. Ne-20 (with an abundance of 90.0OOVo) has an exact mass of

1g.g81 u and Ne-ZZ (\Mith an abundance of LO.}}OVo) has an exact mass of 2t.97O

o- Cut.rrtate the average atomic mass of Neon (which we could compare to the

mass on a periodic chart)

ANS: 20.180 u

Z. What is the average atomic mass of hafnium if, out of every 100 atoms, 5 have
mass of 176,19 hive mass L77,27 have mass 178, t4 have mass 179, and 35
have mass 180?

ANS: 179 u

VI. The Energetic Electrons

If oppositely charged particles attract each other, then what would k"gq the electrons
foi-"oUupi,ing fu;to tire nucleus? Centrifugal force-, similar to that which keeps the-
pfu;; trirUil around the sun,,was first suggested. However, experiments showed that
;11a1.gA moving particles (like electrons) would lose enerry. This.m-eans !h9V should
rt"*[,-rpi"al d;\,rn into the nucleus and collaptg thg atom, but this doesn't lappen- In
r-grs. Niils Bohr created a new branch of atomic physics to try to resolve this problem.

Eotrprcposedthe frst solar system{btlt *y")
modelof the atom. The electrcns orbit the
nrrcleus'rith afircd arnorrrrt of energy at
definite distances in urhat ale called ehtlls or
enrrTbr lerrcle. The farther the electron gets
frum the nr,rcleus, the mone potential energy it
has. If an atombecomes e>aitedby absorbing
energjr frcm a flame or electric cunent, the
electrrons jump arraylhmthe nucleus ts higlrer
inerey teriets.- This e:aess energy udll be + uucleus
rrleased as cobrs oflight whentbe eleetruns
dnop back doum to lorrcr eret.Ey lewls agalr"
He ialculated that each characteristic enerry level
change in a hydrogen atom produced a specific color of light.

Each element produces very specific lines of color when they gre excited !y * enerry
**;. Th"r" tilr. 

"p.rtri.io 
l" used as a fingerprint for t\ atory9 of a particular

"f"*""t. 
The tight reieased is only one form of elbctromagnetic radlatlon(EMR)

7
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given offwhen the excited atoms lose their excess enerry_and return-to their lowest
[nutry state, called the ground state. Other forms of EMR released include radio,
micrdwave, in-frared, ultiaviolet, x-rays and guln-u rays. All electromagnetic radiation

travelsatthespeedoflight,whichisS'00x108m'/sor186,000miles/s'Theradiation
moves as "waves" of ene"rry with a specific frequency(number of waves per second)
and wavelength(distance between the peaks of two successive waves).
Uutft"-uticafiy, ihe speed of light is equal to the wavelength x the frequency of the

radiation. The symbolized equation is: c =l f , where c is speed of light, l (tu-Mu) i*
wavelength in m, f is frequency in heft,z. As the wavelength of EMR increases, the
frequency decreases, as shown in the chart below:

A Comparison of Electromagnetic Radiation

wavelength (nrn = 1o- 9m)

10- 
4

frequency (Hz)
lb- I

t g

10- ioF id iot t 1014 JotT

infrared
light

visiblelight

102 
1

of R^adiation

1bl8 1015 1012 t09 1 0 6 1 0 3 ioo

+GHff" electric waves *

Max Planck suggested that when an electron dro-pped to a lower -energy levef the .
radiant 

"r*reyli* 
g""" offin little packets, gdifi photons, The enerry of the photon

was directly ielatea-to the frequency of the light by the equation,
enerry of photon = Planck's constant x frequenry'. .

The symbolized 
"q:riuU* 

is: E = hf, where E is the energy in J/photon, h has a constant

value of 6.63 x 10-34 1412ophoton, and f is frequency in hertz.

Sample hoblen:

400nm 50Onm 600nm 700nm

1'il e"gam below represents a segrnen! of th9 red lieht that isproduced when an
electioriin a hydrogen atom drops Fo- the 3rd energy level to the 2nd enerry level'

Wave A
wavelength A

scale: 1 . 4 x t o 7 -

amplitudeA

8
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The amplitude is the maximum displacement of the wave from the base(middle) line,

which measures about 2.0 cm (scaled = 2.8 x 10-7m). The wavelength of 4.8 cm



(scared = 6.7 x 10-7m) is thedistance from the crest of 1 wave to the crest of another.

Since frequency i wavelengbh = the-speed of light, the frequencY = 4'5 x 1014 waves/s or

;;; i01a i"i"trlrl. rhe calculation used to determine the frequency is:

n"qrr"*y = (3'0 x 108 m/s) + (6'7 x 10-7 m/wave)'

UsingPlanck'sgQlration,theenerryofthisphotonisequalto:
(4.8 x10r4 Hzts) x (6.68 ,.!O:SZ l/ilzophotoni = 3.0 x 10-19.Jlsophoton.

Prcblem:
ff"'#"!6"^below represents a segment ofile "i"f1ti-sll^,'*tlt^g:t9::*:,i:l"fi,tlrT"1,-i,TTfff ;;;iffi ;d'il'"F;th"Gi\enerryl:::t1"91?lf,^::5ry-3'"
bTffi:ilt#;fpiiil;;;il""q;;;y;wavelength,speedandenergvof thisphoton
compared to the photon of red light'

qrnnl i t r r f leR WaveB wavelengthB scale:1cm= 1.4x10-7mamplitude B

ANS: amPlitude = 1'4 cm
wavelength = 2-9-cm

scaled = 4.1 x 10-r m

frequencY = 7'3 x tol 4^Hz/s

enersv:Tf-3'?JJ$"fl;

In 1923, Louis de Broglie suggested that particles, such as electrons, also have a wave-

like motion. By relating Einstein's equation for-qatber and energy(E - mt2) uttd

planck,s equation for energy *d 11"-q-ir"".viE = 
\0; d" Broglie predicted that the

;;";6gtt of a particte is inverr"rv-pt"p6*i"".t t" the product of its mass x velociw.

Mathematically, the expression is written as: t = h / mv

Electrons have a wave-particle duality, exhibiting properties of both waves and

particles.
Davisson and Cermenrlere the
frst to demonstrate the
electrens wa\te nature in 192?
by bor:ncing an electrun be am
oif of acrystal. Insteadof the
particles simP\Y borrncing off
titre Urttiar,rAbals, the beamwas
diffracted(bent ) arrd cre ated
interfererrce F attern's similar
to aheamoflieht.

sorrrce of
electrun beattt'

diffracted
interference
patterns

I
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for solid particles

since the electrons in a' atom have different energy levels(Bohr's model) and a wave-

like motion around. the nucleur, thJy uGo musthliL ditrerent frequencies' wavelengths

and amplituder. w;;;; H"i".j*"iJt ;;"t"tntv principle pointed out that it is

impossible to know both the exact p"iiti"r .ra-o-u"tr- olan electron at any grven

ZrS flunrescent screen



time. Erwin Schodinger treated the electron as a wave to develop an equation which
could predict itssost probable positions. By solving Schrodlger s equation, the
poriti|tr oi an electrorca4 be described as an electron cloud. The size and shape of
ihe electron clouds will vary, depending on the enerry of the electrons that occupy that
particular space. This is the present theory of atomic structure.

ThE iltndEt cd * kmmr-l1 affin at the nght rEFosents the

trr€ssrt tireft"/ d atwnic sffucturte. ThsE sr€ 5 Forrttrls
iamnic nwn[er = 5) ertd 6 nerrnms in tJ€ nudeus cdt]te
iscrtape. The etcaur rs elenrrica-lly neutral, herring 5
ehd:oxs *tat spend mret cdttrdr tirne in the vgdsus
electmr cloud rqturs. Tte sice axd cmtple*ity d*"fE
fr( the elpcnmr 

"Iood 
lo.te*ss wi*t the efleryy l,sttet cdtle

el€chffr. (rct draum to scstrel

sphericalty- shaped elechffit clfluds

figw€ 8-shaped elecfiffit clcluds

nrrclets with
Frcrbms & rrerrh:wt

Prcblem-
E"pi"jr *frut happens to an atom's electrons when it absorbs enerry from a flame or

electric cur.rent *.ta tn".r releases the energy as colored lines of visible light(forming a

line spectra).

VII. SubnuclearparticlesandAntimatter

The idea that all atoms were made up of only protons, neutrons and_electrons suggested

a er""t simplicity in the structure of matter. in 1932, Larvrenc".uo{ Livingston build

ift? mrt cyclotron for smashing high enerry particles and radiation into a target

nucleus. As scientlrt"b"gun irraii"g tnJiesutts of these experiments, hundreds of new

r"U.t"-ic particle, *"t"-dir"olr"tLd."These particles are unstable and do not exist in

ordinary duttu", but they are common in nuilear reactions, srlch as those occurring in

the stars. Physicists have grouped the particles into two families:---- 
i. i"oto"*i (h;h;ilightiarticles) *" truty eleyental particles, which include the

ffio.r, neutrinos(have an infinitely small mass and no electrical charge), and

mesons.
2. h"dton* (heavier particles) are composed of smaler particles called quarkl. They

u* *bj"ct to the strong forces thaf hold the nucleustogether. There are 6

different qo"rkr, three Lav e a +2/3 charge and three have a 'll3 charge. Protons

and neutrons are each made up of 3 quarks.

Lo
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For every particle of matter, there is an antiparticle with an opp-osite charge. When
matter ani antlgatter collide, they annihilate each other and release large amounts of

enerry. The seaich for gaining a clear understandinqof at^omic structure continues.
The ilclear age was bofo in 1939 when Otto Hahn, Fritz Strassman and Lise Meitner
frrst split the iraniur:o atom. A year later, Gl"tT Seaborg and telm.produced the first
transgranigm elements, Np and Pu, by bombarding uranium with slow movilg
neutrons. In l942,Fermi and his team created the first controlled nuclear chain
reaction (atomic pile) under the University of Chicago stadium. From 1940-1945'

Oppenheirn"t uni team worked on the Manhattan Project to produce uncontrolled
nn.l"* chain reactions and the atomic bomb used in Japan. The first practical use for

nuclear power occurred in 1951 when the first breeder reactor in Idaho produced electric
power.

VIII. Nuclear Chemistry

Different isotopes have different nuclear properties but chemically behave the same.
Chemical reactions are dependent on oxidation numbers, nuclear reactions are not.
Transmutation(change ofbne element into another) for nuclear reactions must have a
conservation of mass-numbers and atomic numbers, and there are comparatively
larger enerry yields fornuclear reactions. Unstable nuclei will undergo characteristic
nrr.Il"* changes and emit radioactivity in order to become more stable.

Stability of
The dots on the graph at the left
represent the combination of protons
and neutrons which form stable nuclei.
Notice that the lighter elements are
very stable with a 1:1 neutron to
proton ratio, but as the size of the
nucleus increases, the atoms need
more neutrons in order to maintain
stability. Scientists have also
discovered that an even number of
both protons and, neutrons produces a
more stable nucleus. Any unstable
nuclei will undergo some type of nuclear
change in order to achieve a better
balance ofprotons and neutrons.

All atoms with an slemic number
greater than 82 arc simply too large to
be stable, and they tYPicallY emit
alpha particles.

Isotopes that are found on the left side
of the band of stability have too many
neutrons, and emit beta radiation to
become more stable.

Isotopes to the right of the band with
an atomic number < 82 have too manY
protons. They will emit positrons or
undergo electron capture to become
more stable.
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.{. T}pes of radioactivity and accompanying reactions

Natural Nuclebr Decav:
1. Alpharadiation consi'sts of 2He2+ with a net loss of two protons and of two

neutrons from the source element. All elements with more than 82 protons are_-
unstable due to their large size and will emit alpha radiation. These elements will

und.ergo a series of nucle-ar changes until a stable nuclei is produced, which will
normally be an isotope of lead.

Example: 298 284
U -----> Th +

92 90

0
Z. Beta rad.iation consists of 1- e (an electron) with a net loss of a neutron and gain of a

proton by the sounce element. Aneutron is converted into a proton and an electron
by unstable isotopes that have too many neutrons.

4
He

2

f,lample: U
C

6

Exernple:

1 4 0

6 0 6 0 0
Co

27

1-

g. Gamma radiation, Y, consists of high enerry photons, with qgr changein atomic
^"-b"t 

""" 
it -"ss number (usually accompanies alpha andbeta radiation)

27

Svnthetic Nuclear Decav:
arded by particleg or qadiation, unstable nuclei can form,

tnen quiclty decay to try to become more stable. Normally-, th-ese unstable nuclei are

not found in nature, andthe changes are referred to as artificial transmutations.
0

1. positron emission consists of 1+ e (a type of antimatter which is an electron with a

positive charge) produced by unstable,isotopes that have too many protons. A
proton is converted into a positron and a neutron .

Example: Zb 25 0

13Al

Z. Electron capture ocsurs when an orbital electron is pull^ed into the nucleus and

combines with a proton. This results in the emission of x-rays with a net loss of a
proton and a gain of aneutron.

f,lemple: 1g 0
F +  e

9 1 -

g. Spontaneous emission occurs when unstable isotopes for:ne$ duringnuclear. ,
bombarrlmuot 

"-it-p"otons 
and neutrons in an aftempt to become more stable.

Example: 14
N +

Fl, 8

t2
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Example: t2 244 254 1
C +  C m

6 , 9 6 1 0 2 0

4. Fission can ocfllr when slow moving neqtlols are used to bombard a heavy element

6 b"gir th" pro""s. fft" laqfe n r.6i splits into two smaller elements and a few

extra neutrons are produced. ltotE: Hypothet_ically, if one "shoots" a neutron at an

;d-it -tght (rff;- ait".Uv through 
-(b)".tin.ially 

transmutate (c)be captured if

it is a slow (thermal) neutron.
U-igs + a slow neutron --> transurarrium elements (as Pu for the breeder reactor)

i-iSS + a slow neutron --> fission (as in the next sxample)
f,;ample: 2gs

U +
92

90 144

37

3
H +

I

1
n

0

4
He

2

2
H
1

cc

1
n
0

5. Fusion involves "filsing" or combining two s.mall nuclei into one larger element.

n*ion requires exbreme temperatuies and pressures to occur and is commsn sfly

in the stars.
Blample:

2

Prtblnms:

Balance the following nuclear reactions and state what type of nuclear change occurs:

2L8
1) Po

84

242
3) Am

95

4
+ H e

2

0
+ e

1-

r42
P N

c l

1
+  3 n +

0

1
H

I
2)

235 1
4 )  U +  n

9 2 0

0
6 ) e

1-
5)

30
+ P

L5

B. Ilalf-life and Radioactive Dating

How quickly the nuclei of a particulal iqgtopg decays is an indication of its stability.

H"lf-iif" is tne time it takes for one half ofthe nuilei in a radioactive-snmPle todecay.

Th" rh"tt"r the hAf-hf" ti-" perid is, the more unstable the nuclei. For exalqple, the

most common irotop" oinatutal uranium has a half-life of 4.5 fillion years. Therefore,

A;;*i"- *iX L6r-urrJ for a long time, slowly releasing its radioactivity as Pfrt of

tfi backgrouna taaiauon. One of ur-anium's degqy by-groductt^(.."lld a radioactive
il"gh1g;ii"tftu g*J"a"":22?,which has a half-life ofonly-3.8 days. This highl-v-

radioactive gas d6;irt" lhrbur"-ents of homes andbuildingp, creating a health

hazard.

The intensity of radiation can be measured by a device called a Geiger counter that

1 3 0
N

7 1 +

13
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record.s each atopic disintigration as an electronic impulse. For every half-life time
p"ri"J tn"t puSre., the amJunt of recorded radioactivity-from a sample will decrease by

bne-half. Scientists use this fact to determine the age of rocks and organic materials

due to their "natural clocks". Atl living plants and organisms contain ;hs same

fercetrtage of radioactive carbon-l4. 6nce the organism dies, it does not absorb any

new carbon-l4, so its "clock" starts ticking.

The decay rate for C-I4 is shown in the chart
below and by the graph to the right: r00 l &digqqtivity yq TiPe

Toundecayed #half-life
carbon-14 cycles

100 0
50 1
2 5 2
r2.5 3
6.25 4
3.L25 5
1.562 6
0.781 7
0.391 8
0.195 9

elapsedtime
(in years)

0
5730

11460
17190
22920
28650
34380
40110
45840
51570

tluz

0 5000 10000 15000
years elapsed

After a sample undergoes 10 half-life cycles, its radiation levels will be nogreater than

d;l 
"i";d#"ty 

backfround radiation, and it is no longer considered to be hazardous.

Sannple Prcbl.em:
How old is an ancient Egyptian mwnmy if a semple of the cloth body wrap has2SVo the

radioactivity of a living tree sample?

ANS: Using the chart above, a sample containing carbon-14 will have only 257o of its

origifral u.ii"itv uft"r i*o truti-Ufe cycles, *ni.n is equivalent to 11460 years old'

Probl.em 7:
A thyroid patient is administered 15.0 mg 6f i-e.line-131 during a Tedical treatment. If

the hatf-Life for f-i}f is 8 days, how mucliof the isotope will remain in the body after 4

weeks(28 days)?

ANS: 1.41 mg

Problem 2:
Using a mass spectrometer, it is found that the mass of barium-131 in a sample qtgq
by a iocal hospiiJs nuclearmedicine departmelt-\as decreased from 3.20 mg to 0'10

-g ilr a period of 60 days. what is the half-life of this isotope?

l4
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Problem 3:
Technitium-99ng emits garnma radiation that can be detected during brain scans. Its
hatf-life is only ti.0 hours. How much time would the doctors have to complete all of
their studies on a patient who is given a 20.0 mg dose of Tc-99m before the radiation
levels drop down to that of background radiaton?

ANS: 60 hours

C. Nuclear Power: Fission vs. Fusion

Interior Strusture of a Nuclear Fission Reastor

pr essurized recirculeting
ter at 000C

stea.m to
turbogenerrator

enridted U-235
fuel rsds

heat erahanger

+-
weter

steel shiel

high-density
ump

concrete shield

Extra neutrons produced by the fission of one U-235 atom can hit other atoms to
produce a self-propagating chain reaction. The fuel rods contain the enriched uranium-
235 that has been concentrated to obtain a minimum amount needed to sustain the
chain reaction, called the critical mass. The neutrons are slowed down by moderators,
such as water or graphite, so that they can be readily absorbed by the U-235. The rate
of reaction is regulated by control rods, usually made of cadrrrium, that can be raised or
lowered into the reactor to absorb excess neutrons and prevent them from causing
fi.rrther fission. Steel and high density concrete shielding is used to contain the radiation.
The heat from the reaction warms the pressurized water to 300'C without boiling. This
hot water is continually pumped through the reactor to an outside heat exchanger,
which converts external water into steam to drive electric generators. The major
problem with fission reactors is the disposal of the radioactive waste contained in the
used fuel rods. These rods need to be encased in glass and buried deep underground in
salt deposits so that they will not leach into the water table. They will continue to be
radioactive for the next 10 million vears!

15
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Nuclear accidents are rare occurrences, but they can happen. The 1979 accident at
Three Mile Island was the result of an improperly adjusted valve to control the flow of
the water insidti'the reactor. As a result, the core overheated and vaporized the water,
venting it as radioactive Steem. Scientists were worried that the core would get so hot
that it would melt right through the containment building and burn a hole into the
ground("The China Syndrome"- burl ahole all the wayto China). Fortunately,
everything except the steam was contained inside the radiation shields. The Russian
accident at Chernobyl in 1986 was a different kind of disaster. Since their fuel rods
contain a lower grade of uranium than in U.S. reactors, graphite rods must be used to
moderate the neutrons instead of water. While Russian scientists were doing several
experimental tests on the reactor simultaneously, the core rapidly overheated. Instead
of lhe water boiling offand stopping the reaction, the graphite rods remainedin position
to speed up the reaction until the reactor exploded. Since Russian reactors do not have
any radiation containment buildings or safeguards, radioactive by-products, such as
strontium-90 and cesium-13?, were spewed into the atmosphere and the glowing
nuclear core ended up on the ground outside of the reactor. Workers and fireman, most
of whom have since died from radiation exposure, quickly tried to clean up the waste and
the entire dnmaged reactor was entombed in concrete. The area is still an unsafe place
to live because of the high radioactivity.

Controlled nuclear fusion, like that which o@urs in the sun, is a potential enerry
source for the future. Enough deuterium and tritium(hydrogen-2 and hydrogen-3) used
as the fuel for this reaction can be extracted from sea water to meet all of our future
enerry needs. Also, the helium producedby the reaction is not radioactive.
Unfortunately, temperatures in excess of 20,000,000'C are required to initiate the
reaction. At this temperature, the hydrogen exists as a Jell-o-like plasma, consisting of
only the nuclei smashed together without any electrons. A hydrogen bomb achieves
thil temperature by using a fission atomic bomb to start the reaction, but obviously the
side effeits are not very desirable as an enerry source. Experimental tokemak reactors
have been built to contain the hydrogen plasma in a doughnut-shaped vessel using
electromagnets. Lasers heat the plasma to the needed temperatures, but it requir-es as
much electricity as that used by a city of 500,000 people to begin the reaction. Only
recently have scientist been able to reach the break-even point, where they are
producing slightly more energy than they are consuming to start the reaction.
Improvements inthe technology are still needed for fusion to become a practical enerry
sou_rce.

hobl.em:
Explain the advantages and disadvantages of producing electrical enerry using fission
versus fusion reactors.

Unit 6 Objectives
Having studied the unit notes and done the problems, you should be able to:

1. State a brief history of the development of the theory of atomic sbrrcture.

2. Identiff the important persons associated \Mith the development of the atomic
theory and the discovery of subatomic particles and their properties.

16
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3. Explain the electrical nature of the atom.

4. Differentiate among €-, P, and n.

E. Define atomic number and mass number and the relationship to isotopes.

6. Given atomic number, mass number, and ionic charge calculate n, p, and e- and
vice-versa

7. Differentisfu amorgthe three form.s ofradiation from naturally radioactive nuclei.

8. Describe the strucbure of an atom's nucleus.

g. Explain how a mass spectrometer can be used to determine the relative masses

and abundances of isotoPes.

10. Calculate average atomic mass, gr.ven Vo of isotopes and their masses.

11. Describe the position of the electrons in an atom based on their different enerry
levels and what happens when an atom absorbs or releases enerry..

LZ. Be able to caleulate the frequency, wavelength or energy of a photon of EMR.

1g. Explain the wave-particle duality of electrons and define "electron cloud".

L4. Describe the differences between chemical and nuclear changes.

15. Compare the penetrating power and biological damage of the naturally occurring
types ofradiation.

16. Write balanced equations to represent nuclear reactions.

L7 . Define and differentiate between fission and fusion-

18. Define half-life, and solve simple problems using this concept.

19. Compare the pros and cons of nuclear power using fission versus fusion reactors.

ZO. Explain why the 1986 nuclear accident at the Russian reactor in Chernobyl was

much more deadly than the 1979 accident at the Three Mile Island power plant in

the U.S.
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